Message from the Principal

Dear Portland Middle School Families,
Finally, a full week of school. Now that we have gone through a full week,
and have a few full weeks ahead of us, we can begin to feel a bit of
consistency with the hybrid schedule. I have been incredibly proud of our
students and teachers as they have been adapting to this new
environment. All of the restrictions in front of us, have resulted in some really
great opportunities. For example, having strict cohorts may restrict
movement mixing up classes; however, it has also resulted in students
building really great collaborative skills with the few students they see every
day. Yesterday, I witnessed an ELA class, where one student was struggling
to get online, and a peer in the class became his conduit, sharing out his
questions and responses, to keep him connected.
Now that we are through the first three weeks of school, where we focused
heavily on getting to know our students, helping them get to know this new
environment, and reviewing previously learned material, the level of rigor is
about to increase with both learning opportunities in the classroom and at
home. Classwork on distance days should take somewhere between 45
minute to an hour, per class on average. When logging on for any Google
Meet, we have developed a clear set of expectations for students to follow.
Sincerely,
Chuck Hershon
@ChuckHershon
Next Week’s Hybrid Schedule
Monday 9/21

Tuesday 9/22

Blue at home

Blue at home

Red in school

Red in school

Wednesday 9/23

Thursday 9/24

Friday 9/25

Blue in school

Blue in school

Red at home

Red at home

At Home Learning Day for All

2 hour Delay, schedule below
Each month we have one 2-hour delay scheduled for the entire district, so that teachers can engage in professional
development and collaboration with their professional learning communities. During that two hours, students will be
assigned a P.E. activity/exercise to log, a wellness activity from Mrs.DeRose posted on their advisory page, and a
principal’s challenge posted on Mr. Hershon’s and WHPT’s Youtube Pages. Then at 9:45, they will log on to their period
1A class in Google Classroom, and follow this 2-hour delay schedule for the remainder of the day: 2-Hour Delay Schedule

Portland Mask Policy Update, September 18, 2020
Message from Superintendent’s Office
During the September 15 Portland BOE meeting, a new emergency mask policy was passed. Based upon
CDC and DPH guidance, this policy recognizes face coverings/masks as a cloth or disposable face covering
that covers the nose and mouth. It may or may not be medical grade.
Additionally the policy denotes bandanas, neck gaiters and masks with built-in air vents are not
suitable. Therefore students who come to school wearing one of these as a face covering/mask will be issued
a disposable face mask to wear for the day.

Middle School Yearbooks are available to purchase! The 7th
Grade Computer Science classes are starting work soon on this
year's Yearbook. The price is $20 and can be ordered online
now! Follow the website below:
https://www.jostens.com/apps/store/customer/1037183/PortlandMiddle-School/

MIDDLE SCHOOL SPORTS
Portland Middle School Athletic Cohorts Practices to start on Monday,
September 21, 2020. Coaches will
be communicating cohorts based on
what day your child is in
school. Cohorts of 10 will be
practicing. The COVID-19 Athletic
advisory committee, made up of
many stakeholders (parents, athletes, coaches, nurse, athletic trainer, principals)
have worked hard on a COVID-19 handbook with the processes and protocols for the start of athletics. Please access
here: 2020 PPS Fall Athletics Reopen Packet Please read the requirements for entering and exiting facilities for practice.
All athletes must be signed up on: Familyid.com Athletes will meet with the Athletic Director and Athletic Trainer prior
to the start of their Cohort practices on Monday, September 21, 2020.

NURSE’S OFFICE:
My child has a runny nose but no fever, and I’m sure it’s just a cold. Last year, I
would’ve sent them to school. What do I do this year?
In the past, if kids didn’t have a fever (above 100.4 degrees) and felt well enough to
go to school, you might’ve sent them in.But in the midst of the pandemic, as we all
work to keep each other safe, you’ll need to have a different plan. COVID -19 can be
hard to spot. Especially in kids, it often shows up as very mild (or no) symptoms. In
other words, there is a chance that your child’s runny nose is a clue they have the
virus.
You’ll need to take extra precautions right now. So if your child wakes up with a
runny nose, cough, congestion, sore throat, vomiting, diarrhea or stomach pain – whether or not they have a fever, and
even if your gut tells you it’s just a common cold or allergies – please start by keeping them home from school. If
symptoms start during school, we are required to send them home immediately. Then call your child’s primary care
pediatrician. They’ll help you decide what to do next, depending on your child’s symptoms and health information. They
may recommend a COVID test especially if cases rise in the community. Or they may simply recommend that you keep
your child home until symptoms go away, and do your best to separate them from other members of the household.
Your child can return to in-person learning once they have no further symptoms for 24 hours. Any questions, please
reach out to the Health Office! Nurse Renee at 860-342-1880 rhylland@portlandct.us
https://www.connecticutchildrens.org/ask-a-pediatrician/ask-a-pediatrician-what-should-i-do-when-my-child-has-acommon-cold-during-covid-19/

7th GRADE NEWS: The Seventh grade Team has been busy this week! Students are beginning to

acclimate to the schedule and many new protocols. They look forward to our mask breaks outside
where they walk the track or run around the ballfield. In language arts, there is excitement
surrounding their “Who Am I?” presentations of slides and poems. Next week, the students will
experience pre-assessments in both reading and writing. Mathematics classes are learning to
identify scale copies or calculate powers and exponents. While in social studies, they are utilizing
historical thinking skills to analyze a lunch room fight. Students interview witnesses and analyze
evidence leading them to a conclusion, a perfect transition into the world of science. In science
classes, they are exploring multiple intelligences and discovering how their brain learns. Next week,
we will read an article about how music affects the brain.

Here’s what the UNIFIED ARTS Department is talking about:
PE - PE students have been working on fitness and stretching routines. They have also
discussed the importance of lifelong physical fitness and wellness. Students have been
asked to come up with a personal fitness goal that they will work towards for Q1.
Music - Music Technology students have begun working within a variety of looping software
programs such as SongMaker (example by Cailtlin Walsh) and Incredibox (Example by Nico
Oliva). Band students should bring in their signed handbooks and $10 to Ms. Ketterer as
soon as possible!
World Languages - Practicing greeting each other and are reviewing vocab and decorating
their notebooks (Examples by Aaron Pinard and Grace Thrasher)
Art - Students are learning about the elements of art (Examples by Gerry Hall)
FACS - Students are continuing to review kitchen safety using Jamboard (example by Alaina
Cocheran)
Comp Science - Students are diving into coding (example by Ellie Hanna and 3D printing
(example by Theresa Hunter)

NEWS FROM THE 8TH GRADE TEAM:
Students in Language Arts are currently crafting literary analysis essays. They have been analyzing the song “Wings” by
Macklemore to discover the author's purpose. Next week, we will be moving into another reading unit where we focus on The
Outsiders by S.E Hinton. In addition to reading Hinton’s work, we will also close read nonfiction texts. This work will then
lead students into our first Readers Workshop unit, A Deep Study of Character.
In Math, students are continuing and building off of their work from last week. Students in U.S. History have been
working on making connections within history. There has been an examination of how the past has influenced the present; and,
how the past can help predict the future. A culminating assignment (Generational History} on these connections was
completed this week. Starting Monday, students will be issued a textbook and begin to study the events that led up to the
American Revolution.
Within the Science Classroom students are beginning to get the hang of using the online "Flexbook" on CK12.org. It
is a very dynamic resource. I can modify the chapters and the website as several embedded resources. After reading a section,
the students can complete an adaptive practice. The goal is to get 10 correct and it will offer hints or chances to review material
if they are stuck. Students can even go back and try again for a better score. This new resource will be very beneficial for us in
this hybrid and at home model. This week we discussed ethics in science and will be working towards measurement and
experimentation soon

Mrs. Beck, Mr. Jensen, & Mrs. McDougall

Stay tuned each week for more…..

Free School Meal Waiver Extension Announced

Pursuant to the authority in Section 2202(a) of the Families First Coronavirus Response Act and
based on the exceptional circumstances of this public health emergency, the USDA released a
waiver that allows school districts to offer free meals to students through December 31,2020.
(Note: The USDA reserves the right to withdraw this approval subject to the availability of funding).
We are pleased to report at this time that Portland School District applied for and received approval
to participate under this waiver agreement. Starting Monday, September 21st and continuing to
December 31, 2020 any child 18 years or younger can receive a meal free of charge. (Subject to the
availability of funding).

FAQ
*************************************************************
1. Do I need to do anything to take advantage of this offer? No. There are no forms to
complete or eligibility requirements. It is open to any child 18 years old or younger.
2. Do I need to be enrolled in a Portland school to take advantage of this offer? No. As
long as you are 18 years old or younger, you can ask for and receive a free meal.
3. Is this available to distant learning students and home-schooled students? Yes. You
will need to preorder your meal using Myschoolbucks.com
Pick up locations and times are listed on the web meal order form.
4. Does the distant learning child need to be present when meals are picked up? No. A
parent or guardian can pick up a child’s meal at their designated district meal pick up
location.
Once this Free Meal Waiver ends will I be eligible to continue to receive free meals? You are
required to complete a Free and Reduced Meal application annually to receive free / reduced
benefits once this Free Meal Waiver ends.

